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(ABSTRACT) ,

The Control System Analysis and Design Package (CSADP) is a computer-aided
design package for applying classical control system analysis and design tools to
experimental frequency response measurements. CSADP allows the user to analyze
and manipulate measured frequency response data, design control systems using
these measurements, and determine the operational amplifier hardware required to
implement the design. To perform these tasks, CSADP provides tools that allow
the user to define problems using both frequency response data files and transfer
function descriptions; generate Bode, Nyquist, and root-locus plots; and curve-fit
frequency response data. The curve·fitting program uses novel data·scanning
techniques for conditioning the data, and for predicting the model form and
starting parameters. CSADP also allows the user to design compensators
interactively using Bode and root-locus methods, and aids the user in selecting the
required resistor and capacitor values needed for implementing the compensator
using op-amp circuits. In addition, CSADP provides coefficients required to
implement the compensator using selected digital algorithms. CSADP was used in
the design of a velocity loop compensator for a precision diamond turning machine.
Open loop frequency response data gathered from the machine was used as the
basis for compensator design using Bode methods. The required compensator



coefficients generated by the program were programmed into the servo for testing.
Results showed that the closed loop response predicted by the program accurately
matched the measured response. Estimates of natural frequencies provided by the
model prediction program were within 5 percent of the actual values. Errors in
estimates of the damping ratios for very lightly damped complex poles ranged from
only 10 percent to 30 percent. CSADP is written in FORTRAN 77 and provides
Tektronix (TEK) 4010/4014 compatible graphics output.
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Nomenclature

C - Feedback Capacitor Value (Farads)
. C(s)— System Output
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Mp — Change in Magnitude of Complex Pole at f=fd °

N(s) - Random Noise Signal
O(s) - Forward Path Outside Loop Frequency Response
P(f) - Root Locus Pole Polynomial
R(s)— Command Input
Re — Real Part of a Complex Number
RIN - Input Resistor Value (ohms)
R1 - Feedback Resistor l Value (Ohms)
R2 - Feedback Resistor 2 Value (Ohms)
T(s)— Closed Loop Transfer Function
Xg(s) — Unknown in Forward Loop
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Xh(s) — Unknown in Feedback Loop
XO(s) — Unknown in Forward Path Outside of Loop
Z(f) - Root Locus Zero Polynomial
a, b · Location of Real or Complex Term (rad/sec)
aO—a„Z —— Zero Polynomial of s Coefficients

Pole Polynomial of s Coefficients
f — s/21r
fc — Corner Frequency of Real Term (Hz)
fi — Frequency Point
fn — Undamped Natural Frequency (Hz)
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nz - No. of Zeroes
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s — LaplaceVariable
z0—z„Z — Zero Polynomial of f Coefficients
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CSADP: A CLASSICAL CONTROL SYSTEM

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PACKAGE

INTRODUCTION:

' The growth of this project from the first 100 line program in 1980 to this Control
System Analysis and Design Package (CSADP) has been motivated by the need
for user-oriented software to help solve industrial control system design problems.
The overriding emphasis of this thesis is practicality; the need for control system
design tools that engineers can use both in the lab and on the shop floor for
designing, tuning, and retuning control systems. —

The groundwork for this project emerged in the winter of 1980 when Dr. Walter
Green, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, and Dr. Spivey Douglass, Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. (formerly Union Carbide - Nuclear Division)
expressed an interest in using the PATERN (1) parameter estimation subroutine to
find a best—fit curve to frequency response data that had been gathered from a
machine tool at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant. Prior to that time approximate fits
were obtained by manually building transfer functions on a Hewlett Packard
HP5420A Digital Signal Analyzer and visually comparing the results to the stored
data file.

After three months of collaboration a rudimentary frequency response curve-fitting
program emerged. The program adequately curve-fit frequency response data
given the proper model form and reasonable starting values, but it was not user-
friendly.(2) Only an experienced user could enter a problem description correctly
and interpret the results. Nevertheless, a method for finding best-fit curves
between analytical transfer functions and experimental data existed and it was
faster than manually building transfer functions. More importantly, the method
provided a needed link between the machine tool and the more abstract root—locus
or Bode plot.
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Once experimental transfer function descriptions of equipment could be obtained
easily, development began on related software. In the following year programs
were written to synthesize frequency response data from transfer function
descriptions, manipulate frequency response data files, and create root—locus plots
interactively on a digital plotter. These programs were used collectively for solving
control system design problems in the lab and for studying a servo instability on a
production machine. As more applications were found for the programs two things
became clear:

1. There was a definite need for applications software of the type that had
already been developed, and

2. The software that had already been developed was not robust. Some of the
programs shortcomings are listed below:

A. The programs were stand-alone rather than parts of an integrated
package;

B. The programs were batch oriented rather than interactive;

C. The programs were not modular, which hampered expansion efforts;

D. The programs were hardware dependent;

. E. The programs were not user-friendly; and,

F. The user needed to understand how all the code worked to avoid
numerical problems that the program could not accommodate.

In addition, observations and discussions with maintenance personnel responsible
for tuning machine servos provided another perspective on types of problems the
program should address. This thesis project was undertaken in an attempt to
address some of the needs and shortcomings listed above.

The problem of designing a control system for a process or piece of equipment is
not a simple one. Typically, the overall problem can be approached as a series of
related tasks. The major tasks include:
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l. Identification of the system to be controlled,

2. Selection of the desired controller or compensator form, C

3. Identification of the compensator parameters,

4. Design of the hardware to implement the controller, and

5. Testing of the overall system’s closed loop performance.

The solution of each of these tasks is accomplished using different analysis and
design tools and places different computational demands on a computer-aided
design program.

So, to solve the various problems that arise in the design of a control system, a
variety of data manipulation and classical design tools are needed. Among these
are:

1. A method for gathering frequency response data that adequately represents a
system’s closed loop performance;

2. Basic frequency response data manipulation tools for calculating open loop
frequency response data from closed loop measurements and vice versa;

3. A method for generating frequency response data from analytical transfer
functions;

4. Control system analysis and design tools, including Bode, Nyquist, and root-
locus plots, and frequency response data curve-fitting; and

5. A method for designing the hardware implementation of the compensator.

In addition, the program needs to be user-friendly, interactive, and should allow the
user to exit from the program and reenter it with a minimum of lost effort. This
last "need" is an important part of user-friendliness. Frequency response data
curve—fitting, building transfer functions, and many other activities carried out in
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the control system design process are time consuming and the user should not be
subjected to repeating them each time he or she enters the program.

‘ The objective of the CSADP project is to develop a software package that provides
tools to address some of the needs that have been developed in the Introduction.
The next chapter, the Literature Review, will discuss how some existing computer-
aided control system design programs approach the design problem, what their
capabilities and deficiencies are, and how they differ from CSADP.

Following the Literature Review, some of the theoretical background behind the
special features of the CSADP package will be discussed in detail. This
background information will help the user interpret program results and control
program flow. This will be followed by a general discussion of the capabilities of
the CSADP package and an example problem.



LITERATURE REVIEW: .

Although digital computers have been used to help solve specific control system
design problems for the past 25 years, general purpose programs did not make
their appearance until the late l960’s.(4) The first of these read problemi
description data from a punched card deck and generated printed point plot output.
"Interactive design" consisted of time-consuming repetitive batch processing. As
interactive graphics terminals became available so did truly interactive computer-
aided design tools to help the control engineer design and analyze control systems.
Since that time a . great deal of work has been done in the field of computer-aided
design (CAD) of control systems.

The IEEE performed a survey of computer aided control system design packages in
the spring and summer of 1982. The results of the survey were published in
CONTROL SYSTEMS MAGAZINE in December, l982.(5) Six packages were
described in detail and the capabilities of 19 other packages were summarized. To
augment this review, computer literature searches were performed on two
databases. ·

The first database accessed was the INSPEC database which contains the
INSTRUMENT & CONTROL ABSTRACTS. Two searches were performed.
The first search, intended to be general, encompassed the years 1977 to 1984, and
used the keywords

control system CAD.

Over 180 references were cited. Abstracts of all entries from 1982 to 1984 were
reviewed for relevance to this work. A second search of the INSPEC database was
performed focusing strictly on CAD programs that use frequency response data in
the design process. The search covered the period from 1977 to 1984 and used the
keywords

5



(control system CAD)
AND

(frequency response, Bode diagrams, frequency domain)

This search produced 18 entries, all of which were reviewed for applicability.

The NASA RECON database was also searched in an attempt to locate articles in
the field of computer-aided control system design. Only a few articles of interest
were found.

Of the references cited in the searches, the most thorough coverage of the topic
appeared in the PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1982 AMERICAN CONTROL
CONFERENCE (6) and the PROCEEDINGS OF THE 20TH IEEE
CONFERENCE ON DECISION AND CONTROL INCLUDING THE
SYMPOSIUM ON ADAPTIVE PROCESSES (7).

The number of references found in the literature search was far greater than
anticipated. Over 100 abstracts and more than 50 articles were reviewed in an
attempt to identify the work most closely related to this thesis. It was not practical
to summarize the capabilities of each of the packages whose description merely
mentioned frequency response data. Instead, the following pages discuss the
capabilities of some of the packages whose descriptions provided some detailed
information on the ability to accept and manipulate experimental frequency
response data.

Sandoz and Wong (8) have developed an off-line interactive graphics program for
identification of plant dynamics and controller design, and an on-line system for
the subsequent implementation of the controller. The identification of plant
dynamics is accomplished by fitting measured time domain data to an assumed
model in the form of a generalized multivariable input/output equation. Without
prior knowledge of system form, several models must be tested before suitable
results are obtained. The program has simulation capabilities for visual
comparison of the model to the measured system performance. The controller gain
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matrix is designed using matrix manipulations to minimize a quadratic
performance criterion. The controllers may then be implemented in real-time using
CAD techniques. The computer that is used for off-line identification of the
system model is also used for the real-time control of the plant and has access to
70 or more instrument measurements.

KEDDC (9,10) is a collection of 650 modules for process identification, controller
design, and testing of Direct Digital Control and classical control systems. It
includes modules for signal analysis, on-line and off-line system identification,

I
classical and modern control system design, and simulation. KEDDC can also
perform transformations between time, frequency, and state space system
representations. KEDDC can generate Bode, Nyquist, and root-locus plots. The
objective of KEDDC is to provide tools for digital and adaptive control system
design rather than classical or analog control system design. KEDDC’s facilities for
handling frequency response data were not explained in enough detail to make a
comparison to CSADP. KEDDC does not have facilities for designing hardware or
finding compensator component values.

The ISER-PROJECT (ll), (Interactive System for Education and Research), is an
interactive CAD package that allows a user to analyze and synthesize linear or
non-linear systems, in continuous or discrete forms, either in the time or frequency
domain. In addition, systems may be identified from stored data, and control
systems can be designed using LQG (Linear Quadratic Gaussian) methods.
Frequency characteristics can be plotted in Bode, Nyquist, and Nichols planes.

PSI (12) is an Interactive Simulation Program that uses time-domain simulation
and optimization both to identify a system model and to design a controller. To
identify a system model, PSI finds the best-fit between a set of input/output data
and simulated input/output data from a user-defined model using a set of user-
defined criterion. To design a controller, simulation is used to calculate an error
signal. The error and output signals can then be optimized with respect to the
controller parameters. Up to four parameters can be used in the optimization.
While the technique is flexible, its iterative nature makes it time consuming.
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Astrom and Elmqvist (13) describe a set of subroutine packages for system
identification, transformations between continuous and discrete time system
descriptions, state space design, simulation, and classical control system design.
The subroutine packages are all accessed through a command interpreter that
decodes user input in the form of a high level problem oriented language. Data
manipulation and plotting, spectral analysis, and least-squares parameter estimation
subroutines are available. Design methods that can be used with polynomial
transfer function descriptions include pole placement, minimum variance control,
LQG control, and root-locus and Bode design methods.

UMIST (14) is an interactive CAD package developed at the University of
Manchester Institute of Science and Technology, Manchester, England. UMIST
allows problem descriptions in the form of measured frequency response data, state
space equations, and transfer function matrix descriptions. Analysis features
include modules to find eigenvalues and eigenvectors, zeroes and poles of a system,
and techniques for transforming system descriptions in state space form to standard
controllable or observable forms. Facilities also exist for providing interactive
Nyquist, Bode, Nichols, root-locus, and time—response simulation plots. Design
features include algorithms for pole placement, Rosenbrock’s Inverse Nyquist
Array, optimal control using quadratic cost functions, system decoupling, and
Kalman filter design. .

CYPROS (15) (Cybernetic Program Packages) is an interactive program library
with facilities for system identification, parameter estimation, simulation, and
control system design. Techniques available for system identification and parameter
estimation include maximum likelihood methods and extended Kalman filter
techniques, as well as a program for design of optimal test signals. On-line as well
as off-line simulation programs are available, but the user must specify the model
by writing a FORTRAN subroutine. Time and frequency domain design methods
are available, including optimal control methods, Rosenbrock’s Inverse Nyquist
Array, and the classical methods of Bode, Nyquist, and Nichols.
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Cripps and Daly (16) describe a collection of programs for control system CAD
which provides facilities for system modeling and data analysis, model evaluation
and simplification, control system design, and simulation. System modeling can be
done using open or closed loop time response data as well as frequency response
data. Routines are available for linear model order reduction, signal flow graph
simplification, single loop or multiloop frequency domain design, and state space
design methods. Simulation facilities include nonlinear simulation with
linearization about an operating point.

Herget (17) presents a method for measuring input/output data, identifying a
model, and subsequently designing and implementing a controller using a
minicomputer. Measured input/output time data is modeled using a non-linear
least squares parameter identification. algorithm to obtain a best fit between a
model and the data. The model can then be used in the design of a multi-
input/multi-output PI controller, minimum time controller and extended Smith
predictor. A FORTRAN subroutine is written to execute the control algorithm.A
This subroutine is first used in a simulation to verify it meets design criteria, and,
if satisfactory, is then used to implement the control algorithm.

MATRIX (18) is a software system that includes tools for building system
models, pérforming data analysis, parameter estimation, model order reduction,
control system design, and simulation. The program is command oriented with a .
complex command structure. Design features include the classical methods of
Bode, Nyquist, and root-locus, as well as LQG and other modern techniques.

Since the packages described above were not available for testing, the extent of
their ability to use frequency response data can only be inferred from the available
literature. However, the literature provides enough information to identify the
major thrust of each of the packages. Using this information, the packages can be
grouped into several different classes of programs.

KEDDC, MATRIX , UMIST, and the work by Astrom and Elmqvist, all provide
many different toolsxthat can be used to solve a wide variety of controls problems.
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Their emphasis is on having broad capabilities. Their ability to work with
measured frequency response data appears to be limited to parameter estimation
and the generation of a model form, which is used for the actual design work.

The PSI project, and the works by Herget, Cripps and Daly, and Sandoz and
Wong do not address as wide an area in control system design, but focus more on
simulation and on-line digital controls. They appear to have modules that can be
used to interact with the measurement equipment and analyze test signals. The ‘

literature does not explain what types of operations can be performed using
frequency response measurements.

The remaining packages, CYPROS and the ISER-PROJECT, are the most
restrictive. The CYPROS package requires that the user define the system by
writing a FORTRAN program. The ISER-PROJECT restricts the user to
designing control systems using LQG methods.

While many of the packages reviewed had a wide variety of design tools, none of
them described how measured frequency response data is used for control system
design. In addition, the programs that allow a controller to be implemented are
almost exclusively for the design of digital control systems. None of the packages
contained a facility for calculating component values to be used for tuning
compensators.

In summary, there are many computer—aided control system design packages
described in the literature that provide general purpose classical and/or modern
control system design tools. The most comprehensive packages have sets of
programs for solving controls problems using different system representations and a
method for converting one representation to another. The literature generally does
not discuss how frequency response data is used in the control system design
process. The majority of the packages reviewed use frequency response data to
generate a system transfer function which can then be used for control system
design.
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A review of the literature did not identify any computer-aided control system _
design packages that have been written to provide tools for using measured
frequency response data as a basis for control system design. There is a need for a
CAD system that couples general purpose control system design tools with the
ability to use measured frequency response data. There is also a need for tools that
allow the user to design compensators interactively and solve for the proper
components and coefficients to implement the design.

The CSADP program has been developed in an attempt to address both of these
I issues. CSADP uses some innovative techniques. to support the use of measured

frequency response data in the design of control systems. These techniques allow
measured frequency response data to be used directly in the design of compensators

i
using the Bode method, for predicting the model to be used in the curve-fitting
program, and for performing math operations between frequency response data
files. Another innovative feature is the ability to design a hardware implementation
of a compensator. The next chapter describes how systems are represented by the
CSADP program and explains the theory behind CSADP’s special program
features. —



THEORETICAL BACKGROUND:

Many of the general control system analysis and design tools provided by CSADP
are not very mysterious in their operation. These include the basic Bode, root-
locus, and Nyquist plotting programs, and the basic frequency response data
manipulation programs. However, other operations and special features in CSADP
are not straightforward in operation. Among these are the representation of
analytical transfer functions, the frequency response data scanning and curve-
fitting programs, and the control system inspection and design features. This
chapter is divided into several sections. The first section presents a hypothetical
industrial controls problem for the purpose of discussing what tools are needed to ·
solve it. Later sections describe each of the special features listed above. An
understanding of this material will aid the reader in interpreting some of the
information displayed by the program and will allow the user to better control
program flow. For more detailed information on the programs, refer to the
CSADP Program Reference Manual (19).

Assume the block diagram shown in Fig. 1 describes a "generic" machine tool
control system. The system will be controlled using a forward loop compensator,

- G (s), with unity feedback. The plant dynamics are currently unknown but are
assumed to be adequately described by the transfer function, G (s). The objective

. is to design G (s) so that the system closed loop performance, Tt(s), meets a certain
set of specificätions. T(s) can be found quite easily using block diagram algebra as
shown in Eq. 1.

HS): Gc(s)G,,(s) (1)
1—l-Gc(s)Gp(s)

Unless otherwise specified, all transfer functions are assumed to be functions of the
Laplace variable , s, so the "(s)" notation will be dropped in future references to
transfer functions.

The first task, the identification of the system, is one of the most fundamental
problems encountered in the design of control systems. Without an accurate model

12
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of G , control system design is more a matter of guesswork than engineering. This
is reladily apparent when one views the trial and error method used in tuning
conventional analog servos on machine tools. So, to realistically tackle the problem
of designing a compensator, some method of system identification is needed.

Although system components may be modeled analytically and then grouped to
determine the total system characteristics, this approach very rarely may be used in

” real situations. A tremendous volume of data is required to describe anything but
the simplest of systems. The "generic" machine tool described by G has some
system characteristics such as friction, lead screw stiffness, motor torqule constants,
etc., that are difficult to determine and may change over time. This further
complicates the problem of trying to determine an analytical system model each
time a servo must be tuned. Rather than trying to describe the overall system .
model by combining individual elements, a more reasonable route is to measure the
overall system performance experimentally.

There are two fundamentally different ways of measuring and describing system
performance, either in the time or frequency domain. Almost invariably, classical
control system design relies on a frequency domain representation using the
Laplace variable, s.

One of the practical advantages of using a frequency domain representation is the
availability of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) signal analyzers that can gather a
great deal of information on a system in only seconds. One method for collecting
frequency response data from a system is by injecting a random noise signal, N,
into the system using the summing circuit shown in Fig. 2.(3) The noise signal is
used as the input signal, CHI(s), to channel one of the FFT analyzer, and a test
point at the input to the summing circuit provides the signal, CH2(s), for channel
two. Basic signal flow theory can be used to develop an equation describing the
relationship between the output signal, CH2, and the input signal, CHI, as shown
in Eqs. 2-4.
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CH2=Gc(R—Gp(CH2——CHl)) (2)

CH2=GcR—CH2GcGp—I-GCGPCHI (3)

Cm: GcR+G„GpCH1 (4)
1-%-GCGP

Since the first term in the numerator of Eq. 4, G R, is not phase coherent with thec
random noise signal, averaging a sufficient number of measurements will make its
effect upon the transfer function negligible. (The number of measurements that
must be averaged varies depending on the signal-to-noise ratio and the quality of
the test signals.) By eliminating this term, Eq. 4 can be further reduced to obtain
an equation for the transfer function between the output and input signals as
shown in Eq. 5.

CHI 1+GcGp

While Eq. 5 provides a method for determining a system’s closed loop performance,
T, the open loop transfer function, G G , is more useful for control system design.

c
To find G G , Eq. 5 can be manipulateä using block diagram algebra as shown in

cEqs. 6-8. p

GcGp=T(1—|-GCGP) (6)

GcGp=T—I—TGcGp (7)
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ocop=éf (8)

Equations 5 and 8 above show how a FFT analyzer can be used to measure a
system’s closed loop performance and how to use that data to calculate the open
loop frequency response. The method does require that good engineering
judgement be used in the selection of circuit components and the placement of the
summing junction in the control loop. ‘ ‘

When using the noise summation circuit shown in Fig. 2, the bandwidth of the op-
amps should be high compared to the frequency range being measured, and the
resistor values in the op-amp circuit should be matched as closely as possible.
Satisfying these two conditions ensures that the circuit acts only as a summation
junction and does not affect the overall system performance by changing the loop
gain or dynamics. In addition, the circuit should be placed at a point in the loop
where it will have an optimum signal-to-noise ratio and will not cause any signal
distortion due to op-amp saturation.

Once the system open loop transfer function, G G , is identified, the plant transfer
function, G , can be found by dividing the coplen loop data by the frequency
response of [the compensator. The compensator frequency response can be found
either by measuring it directly or predicting it from a knowledge of the
compensator elements. Since the form of the compensator transfer function, G ,
can usually be characterized analytically, its effects on the system frequencil
response can be predicted if the circuit elements are known. To have this type of
flexibility, a program must be able to handle frequency response data files and
synthesized frequency response data simultaneously.

The paragraphs above describe a method for gathering both frequency response
data that represents the plant to be controlled and the system closed loop
performance. However, this provides only a partial solution to the problem of
identifying the system to be controlled. Most control system design methods and
computer—aided design programs use problem descriptions in the form of analytical
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transfer functions or system matrices, not frequency response data files. So, before
a compensator can be designed, either a method to use the measured frequency
response data is needed, or the data must be modeled by a transfer function
description.

Assuming one of the above conditions is met, the plant has been described using a
frequency domain representation. The next problem is to design the compensator.
This is actually two tasks; picking the compensator form, and selecting the
compensator parameters (gains, pole and zero locations) so that the closed loop
system performance meets a set of specifications.

To accomplish these tasks, the control engineer needs to have analysis and design
tools such as Bode plots, Nyquist diagrams, and root—locus plots. Since the root-
locus method requires a system characteristic equation, the ability to perform
frequency response data curve-fitting will be required. In addition, a method of
calculating closed loop performance from open loop frequency response data is
needed to predict whether the closed loop system will meet the specifications or
not. Since these frequency response calculations are similar to those used in the .
identification of the plant, the same type of data manipulation capabilities will be
needed.

9

Once a compensator has been designed that appears to meet the specifications, the
final tasks of building and testing it can be performed. Suppose, for example, that
the compensator, G , in Fig. l is implemented using the op-amp, lag network
shown in Fig. 3. Tliie transfer function for a lag compensator is given in Eq. 9,
where fz is greater than fp.

1+; (9)
21rfzG(s)=K—————T
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20Usingthe analysis and design features discussed above, a compensator has been
designed and the required gain, pole, and zero locations have been identified. The
remaining step in the design process is the specification of the resistors and
capacitors that must be used in the circuit to get the desired compensator
frequency response. The transfer function for the circuit shown in Fig. 3 is given
by Eq. 10.

V
i_i_SR1·R2·C (1())

G(S)=_l=_Rl+R2_ Rl+R2
Vi RIN 1—I-sR2·C

By equating corresponding terms in Eqs. 9 and 10 and solving the resulting
equations simultaneously, the components needed in the circuit can be determined.
Since there are more components than equations, one component value may be
chosen arbitrarily. Typically resistors are available in a wider range of values than
capacitors, so, fix the value for C and solve for the resistor values. The resulting
equations are shown in Eqs. 11-13.

i

I (11)
1R2=———21rfp·C

=_....R2 <12>R1 21rfZ·R2·C—1

RiN=_R1;R2 (13)
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Since the op—amp circuit is inverting, the value for RIN will be negative if the
desired gain is positive.

Often in machine tool control systems, the hardware is standard across a line of
controllers. In this case the circuits are known and only the components need to be
specified. Even so, the selection of components is a tedious task when tuning servos
in a shop full of NC machine tools.

The final testing of the compensated closed loop system can be accomplished using
the same frequency response measurements that are used in the identification of
the original system. A noise signal is introduced using the circuit shown in Fig. 2,
and the closed loop response is given by Eq. 5.

The preceding section has been a development of the types of tools needed to
address industrial controls problems. The remainder of the chapter discusses each
of the special features in CSADP.

Transfer Functions:

Analytical transfer function descriptions are used by CSADP both for frequency
response data generation and for root—locus plotting. They are represented by a
gain term, K, a time delay term,_0, and the ratio of zero and pole polynomials as
shown in Eq. 14.

_0 a0—l—a1s+a2s2+···+a„zs“Z (14)
G(S)=K€

SbO—l—bls+b2s +···—|—b„ps"p

In CSADP, K represents the true DC gain of the system and the polynomials
represent only the zero and pole locations. This is accomplished by constraining
the zero order coefficients of the polynomials to be equal to zero or one. g
Polynomials are built by multiplying first and second order elements together to
form the final transfer function. While building transfer functions, terms can be
input in either Form 1, shown in Eq. 15, or Form 2, shown in Eq. 16.
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<1+i> ; <15>a a a

(s+a) ; s2+2§‘as+a2 (16)

The distinction in the form is simply the effect that adding a pole or zero has on
the systems DC gain. While a pole or zero in Form 1 may be added without
affecting the system gain, the same is not true for Form 2. For example, the

transfer function has a DC gain of K(a/b),whilehas
a DC gain of K.

To avoid ambiguity in the definition of the system gain, K, all Form 2 elements are
converted to Form 1 by the program and the gain term is adjusted accordingly.

In addition to selecting the form of the input terms, the user has the option of
specifying frequency values in either rad/sec or Hz. For numerical reasons
discussed below, CSADP converts all frequency values to Hz before building the
pole and zero polynomials.

As was mentioned above, pole and zero polynomials are built using elements of the
form (1 + s/a) where a=21rfc. As the polynomial order increases, the highest
order coefficient continually decreases by a factor of 1/(21rfc). The effect of the
1 /21r factor becomes pronounced as the order of the polynomial becomes large. To
reduce the possibility of a "floating point underflow", all frequency values are
converted to Hz by CSADP and the first and second order terms shown in Eqs. 17
and 18 are used to build the pole and zero polynomials.

_ p(f)=l+f/fc ; fc¢0 or p(f)=f ; fc=0 (17)
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p(f)=1—1—2g‘(f/f„)+(f/f„)2 ; f„¢0 or p(f)=f2;f„=0 (18)

y (Incidentally, if the form (s+21rfc) is used instead of (1 +s/21rfc), the (21r)“ factor
tends to cause floating point overflows.)

1

By using only the forms shown in Eq. 17 and 18 to build the pole and zero
polynomials, the zero order coefficient will always be zero or one. In addition, the
form of the transfer function representation is changed to that shown in Eq. 19.

+ 1*+ 12+---+ 1**22* 2* 2 2** (19)p0+p1f+1>2f +···+1;>„,„f“"

The transfer function parameters displayed by CSADP are the gain, K, the time
delay, 0, and the coefficients of the zero and pole polynomials. The roots of the
zero and pole polynomials are in Hz rather than rad/sec. This type of transfer
function description is used to separate the effects of the pole and zero locations
from the systems DC gain and to avoid numerical problems due to scaling of the
polynomial coefficients.

Root-Locus Plotting:

The zero and pole polynomials discussed above are used both in the generaion of
frequency response data and in the calculation of the root—locus plot. „Root·locus
plots are obtained by solving for the roots of Eq. 20.

z(1) (20)
l-1-K ——— =0[P(f)]
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Solving for roots of this equation yields real roots in the form of Eq. 21, and
complex roots in the form of Eq. 22.

„ —fc—|—j0 (21)

— s“f„+jf„~/ 1 — I2 (22)

This means that the plot axes used in the root—locus section are in units of Hz
rather than rad/sec. The only affect this has on the standard representation of gain
and phase angle at a point in the s-plane is that points must be specified using
their frequency value in Hz rather than rad/sec.

The gain and phase at a point in the s—plane can be examined using an option in
the root-locus routine. CSADP calculates the gain and phase angle information
using the lengths and angles of the vectors from the locus’ open loop poles and

— zeroes to the specified point. CSADP may then be used to plot a set of roots that
fall on the root-locus at the same gain value. This method of displaying the gain
and phase at a point in the s-plane serves two purposes. First, it allows the user to _

‘ find out the gain at points on the locus without specifying the points exactly.
Second, it allows the user to determine how far a point in the s-plane lies from the
root-locus.

Currently an IMSL (20) subroutine library routine, ZRPOLY is being used to
solve for roots of Eq. 20. ZRPOLY uses a three-stage algorithm for ünding roots
of polynomials developed by Jenkins and Traub. This routine was selected over
other root—solvers in the IMSL, NAG, Harwell, and SLATEC libraries for both its
speed and its widespread use.(2l) ZRPOLY converges faster than all of the other
routines when the order of the polynomial is less than 15, and is only slightly
slower than the fastest routine for higher orders. The use of ZRPOLY is limited to
polynomials of order 101 or less.
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The range of K used for generating a root-locus plot is determined first by scaling
the plot window so that all the open loop poles and zeroes are plotted. Then the
gain at the point where the root-locus asymptotes cross into the right half plane is
calculated. This gain value is used as the default maximum gain, K , formax ·
plotting. A logarithmic method is used to determine the intermediate gain values.
This method, shown in Eq. 23, allows the program to successively fill the root-locus
plot without recalculating any roots and provides more even spacing of roots along
the locus.

-1[I—(2J—·1)·(2%)] (23)
K=Km„

1=1,10 ; J=1,2N

where N = Number of fill passes previously made

Using this method, the first set of roots are calculated using gain values of Kmax
raised to the .1, .2, etc., up to an exponent of 1.0; the second set using exponent
values of .05, .15, .25, etc., up to .95; and the third set using exponents of .025,
.075, .125, .175, etc., up to .975. As you can see, each successive fill operation
generates twice as many points as the previous one. Since root-solving is often a
time-consuming process, a judicious use of the fill feature is recommended if you
do not need a very detailed plot.

Frequency Domain Calculationsz

Frequency response data is used in many of the analysis and design routines in
CSADP. This data is either recalled from a stored data file or generated using
transfer functions in the form discussed earlier. To generate frequency response
data the pole and zero polynomials are evaluated at each point in the frequency
range using the nested multiplication technique shown in Eq. 24.
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P(f)=f(··(f(f(fp„+p„-1)+p„-2)+1%-3)+‘·)+p1)+r>o (24)

The frequency values used in Eq. 24 are the same as those in the last data file that
was recalled. This is done so that transfer function data and recalled data will ·
match in frequency point by point. This is necessary when multiplying frequency
response data in the data manipulation programs and when designing compensators
using the Bode plot programs. In the event that no data has been recalled, the user
is prompted for the frequency range of interest.

Bode Plotting Programs:

One of the key differences inthe Bode plotting programs is in the method used for
displaying the phase information. Whether recalled from a data file or generated
from a transfer function, all complex-valued frequency response data is passed to a
subroutine that calculates log—magnitude and phase information. The subroutine
converts the four-quadrant FORTRAN arc-tangent function to an absolute phase
angle by checking the real and imaginary data for zero crossings on the real axis.
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4. Each time the data crosses the negative
real axis, the number of crossings is incremented or decremented, depending upon
whether the crossing was in the positive or negative direction. The phase returned
by the FORTRAN arc-tangent function is adjusted by the number of 360 degree
revolutions specified by the counter. The conversion of the standard FORTRAN
arc-tangent function to this form enhances both the appearance of the Bode plot
and its usefullness, and allows the data scanning programs to locate key features in
the data. The data scanning programs will be discussed in more detail later.

An option in the Bode plot section allows the user to design compensators using
Bode techniques. The Bode design programs allow the user to interactively multiply
the base Bode plot by frequency response data representing a gain term, time
delay, or real poles and zeroes. The gain and time delay data is generated by
evaluating Eq. 25, and the pole and zero data by evaluating Eq. 26, or 27, at each
frequency point in the base plot. The data is stored in a compensator frequency
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28responsearray, multiplied by the base plot data, and plotted in the overlay array.
Upon exit from the Bode design section, the user has the option of storing the
compensators frequency response data array as a block description.

G(f)=Ke—02”f‘ (25)

G(f)=l.0+% ; 6)
p

G(f)=jfi ; fp=0 (27)

A menu item in both the Bode plot and Bode design sections allows plotted
frequency response data to be inspected. The program automatically scans the
magnitude and phase data to find the frequency at both the magnitude and phase
crossover points. It uses these values to calculate the gain and phase margin. Only
the first gain crossing at 0 dB, and phase crossing at -180 deg is displayed.
However, the user may scan the entire region for an arbitrary frequency,
magnitude, or phase value. The point before each crossing is displayed and not the
actual crossing value. The program does not interpolate to find a more "exact"
value, but uses the last frequency value encountered before the crossing occurred.

Frequency Response Data Curve—Fitting:

CSADP uses the same parameter estimation subroutine that was used in a previous
curve—fitting program developed by the author and his associates (2). The
remainder of the curve-fitting program has been rewritten to take advantage of
experience gained while using the previous programs and to add additional
capabilities. Some of the innovative features include data scanning and model
prediction programs. The following sections discuss some of the problems
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encountered while using the previous curve-fitting programs and the approaches
taken in CSADP to overcome them. The data scanning and model prediction
programs will be discussed in detail.

. The first programs developed for frequency response data curve-fitting were
demonstration programs for use in the lab. The programs required a great deal of
manual intervention, were not easily directed, and could not be redirected once a
fit was started. In addition, several numerical problems were found after using the

, curve-fitting programs to fit a_ variety of different types of data files. The
problems included:

l. Occasional numeric overflows when summing the error between the model and
the data;

2. The inability to identify the correct damping ratio for antiresonances;

3. Difficulty in identifying features at low magnitudes relative to the DC gain of
the system.

4. Poor convergence of models for zero dominant systems.

Some of the problems could be attributed to the generation of the error term which
was used to direct the parameter search. Other problems were caused by a lack of
interaction with the user at key points in the curve-fitting routine. The problem
will become clearer after an explanation of the curve-fitting algorithm.

All the curve-fitting programs in CSADP use PATERN, a multidimensional
parameter estimation subroutine in the IBM SHARE LIBRARY that was
developed at Louisiana State University by Charles F. Moore, et al.(1) The
PATERN subroutine is based on the PATERN multidimensional optimization
strategy which seeks to reduce an error term while constraining the parameters to
remain within a set of bounds. The PATERN subroutine uses two user written
subroutines, PCOST and BOUND, that define the error function and the ·
acceptable parameter range. PATERN perturbs one parameter at a time seeking
the optimal value (minimum error) for that parameter. The search continues until
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either a minimum change in error is found, any change in parameters results in an
increase in the error, or the maximum number of iterations is exceeded.

The error function originally used was a sum-of-the-squares of the error between
the measured data and data generated from a model described by parameters being
perturbed by PATERN. This error function worked well when attempting to
identify some features in the data, but did not work on other types of features.
Some of these difficult features are shown in Fig. 5. Features in the data that are
60 to 80 dB below the average value of the data contribute very little to the error
term in relation to data and noise around the 0 dB level. This makes it difficult to
identify the correct parameters for low magnitude effects and tends to emphasize
low frequency effects in pole dominant systems. An example of this would be
attempting to model the antiresonance around 100 Hz in the top plot of Fig. 5.

Another problem with using this error form occurs when attempting to fit a model
to zero dominant data files similar to the bottom plot of Fig. 5. In zero dominant
data files, the average value of the magnitude plot may be 60 to 80 dB at the high
end of the freuency range. Squaring the error due to even small amounts of noise
at these magnitudes tends to drown out the effects of the features at lower
frequencies, and often causes numerical overflows if given poor starting values for
the parameters.

While an experienced user could massage the data in the right way to get the
program to work, it was not always obvious what was causing the numerical
problems. So, one objective of the CSADP curve-fitting procedure is to reduce
both the amount of manual intervention needed in massaging the data and the
amount of experience needed to achieve reasonably accurate curve-fits. A second
objective is to make the curve-fitting procedure very interactive so that the user
can redirect the parameter search when problems occur.

The CSADP curve-fitting program is an interactive procedure which guides the
user through the model generation and data massaging section, but relies on the
user to provide guidance throughout the curve-fitting procedure. The fit can be
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done in several stages to reduce some of the numerical difficulties involved. The
following sections describe some of the unique capabilities of the CSADP curve-
fitting programs.

To reduce the probability of numerical problems during curve-fitting, CSADP has
routines to scale the data and remove terms that are difficult to fit. In addition,
CSADP has the ability to scan the data file being modeled, propose a model form,
and locate starting parameters. To help identification of low magnitude features,
terms can be removed from the data being modeled to accentuate the remaining
features. In addition, several different error summation methods are provided
which can be selected interactively.

The model form originally used by the curve-fitting programs was the same as the
form used in the description of blocks by transfer functions. But, during some of
the earliest tests it became evident that closely spaced real poles could be modeled
equally well by a heavily damped complex pole and vice versa. A polynomial
transfer function description did not provide enough control over the model form.
To solve this problem, the zero and pole polynomial descriptions were changed to
discrete pole and zero terms. This also made user interaction easier since users
have a better "feel" for where poles and zeroes should be placed than they do for
what polynomial coefficients should be.

When saving a model, the discrete terms are used to generate a polynomial transfer
function in the standard problem description form. When a model is recalled, the
polynomials are factored using a root-solving routine to regenerate the individual
terms.

To facilitate curve-fitting of complex frequency response data files, the user can
"fix" individual model terms once they have been identified. Fixing a model term is
not the same as setting the parameter bounds so that the parameter cannot be
moved during the parameter search. Fixing a model term removes it from both the
model and the data being modeled. This both reduces the number of parameters
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that must be perturbed and allows the remaining features in the data to contribute
a bigger share to the error term.

When a term in the model is fixed several operations are performed. First,
frequency response data corresponding to the model term is synthesized and
divided into the data being modeled. This removes the effects of the model term
from the data being modeled. Then the term is removed from the model parameter
list and placed in a fixed parameter list. The fixed parameter list can be unfixed,
which puts the terms back into the model list and recalls the original data file for
subsequent curve—fitting. An example of fixing model terms is shown in Fig. 6. In
the top plot, two complex poles and a complex zero have been fit to the data. In
the bottom plot the lowest frequency complex pole has been fixed to allow better
identification of the damping ratio in the complex pole/zero pair. The bottom plot
shows the resulting model and the new working data file.

To avoid some of the numerical problems uncovered by the original curve-fitting
programs, an optional premodeling procedure can check the data file for key
features and suggest certain operations be performed. The checks that are
performed are illustrated in Fig 7. First, the program calculates the initial slope of
the magnitude plot in dB/decade to determine how many poles have occurred
before the beginning of the frequency range (not all data files start at 0 Hz). This
value is compared to the number of 90 deg phase shifts at the beginning of the
frequency range. If these values do not match, the user has the option of
multiplying the data by -1.0. This is to catch occasional sign inversions that are
the result of the test points used when gathering the frequency response data. In
addition, the user has the option of dividing the data by the appropriate number of
integrators or differentiators to eliminate the effects of the poles or zeroes that
occurred before the beginning of the frequency range. This keeps PATERN from
searching for terms whose effects have already occurred and for which PATERN
has insufficient data to locate. (PATERN will keep pushing the frequency of these
elements farther and farther from the frequency range of the data, slowing down
the parameter search.)

”
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Next, CSADP calculates the average magnitude of the first 10 data points. The
user is prompted to divide the data by the average magnitude to reduce the
probability of numeric overflows. In addition, the relative difference between the1
average beginning and ending magnitude values is calculated. If the magnitude at
the high end of the frequency range is larger than at the low end, the program
recommends using an alternate error summation equation. The error summation
equations will be discussed in more detail later. Any terms that are divided out of
the data in the premodeling section are stored in the fixed parameter list and can
be recombined at the users request.

The intent of the premodeling routine is to condition the data so that the program
will not encounter numerical problems that it cannot accomodate, and to eliminate
terms in the model that will slow the iterative parameter search. In addition to the
premodeling program, an optional routine can scan the frequency response data file
and propose a model form.

The model prediction programs have been developed in an attempt to reduce the
amount of manual effort needed to develop a basic model form, and to assist the
user in selecting starting values for the parameter search. In making decisions on
what type of model best describes a frequency response data file, the data scanningi
routine uses primarily key features in the phase data. The magnitude data is used
for determining an initial guess for the damping ratio of complex poles and zeroes.

The generation of a model form is performed in several stages. First, the trend in
the phase plot is used to identify regions of the plot that are dominated by either
poles or zeroes. Then each region is scanned to identify the number of poles or
zeroes that lie in the region. After the number of terms has been identified, the
data is scanned to determine whether the terms are first or second order, and to
find their approximate locations. Each of these operations will be discussed
separately with the aid of Figs. 8-10.

The first operation that is performed when predicting a model form divides the
data file into regions that are each dominated by only poles or zeroes. This is
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accomplished by scanning the phase data and watching for changes in the trend of
the data. When the trend in the data appears to have changed, a second check is
performed to see if the data changes back to the original trend within 10 data
points. Features with less than 10 points are not modeled by the modelpredictionprograms.

Instead, the trend is assumed to never have changed. This is to avoid
trying to fit features that will not significantly affect the error term and to
accomodate changes in trend due to noise, etc. (The program, as well as mostF
programs which process real data, could be much more sensitive if noise was not a
factor to be dealt with.) Figure 8 shows a data file divided into regions of interest.
Notice that the rise in the phase plot in the frequency range from 60 to 70 Hz has
been ignored. Once the program has found the end of a region where the phase
plot has been constantly rising or falling, the number and type of terms in the
region must be identified.

When identifying the model form for a single data region, the first task is to
identify the number of terms that lie in the region. To do this, the program finds
the phase at the high frequency end of the region and subtracts the phase shift due
to terms that have already been identified. The result is divided by 90 degrees to
determine the number of additional terms that are needed in the model. An A
additional pole or zero is added if the remainder of the division exceeds 10 degrees.
The 10 degree deadband is used to accomodate phase uncertainty due to noise and
to allow for overlap between regions. The user is given the option to change the
number of terms that lie in a region before the program tries to identify the form
of the terms and their approximate locations.

Figure 9 illustrates how the number of terms in the first region of Fig. 8 are
identified. The first region starts at -180 degrees and ends at -470 so 4 poles are
added to the model. The second region starts at -540 degrees since 4 poles have
been added in region 1, (-180-4-90), and ends at -370, which is a shift of 170
degrees. So, 2 zeroes are added in region 2. Using the same method, 3 poles are
placed in the third region, followed by 2 zeroes in the fourth, 2 poles in the fifth,
and a zero in the sixth.
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After the number of terms that lie in a region has been determined, the order and
location of each term must be identified. In addition, the damping ratio for second
order terms must be estimated. The decision on whether to model a region of the
data by a first or second order term is made by examining the slope of the phase
plot in degrees per decade. A first order term can only contribute 45 degrees of
phase shift in a decade. So, if there is a phase change of 180 degrees in a decade, 4
real poles would be needed to achieve the required rate of change. This would
result in an ultimate phase shift of 360 degrees rather than 180. CSADP uses this
principle when identifying the type of terms that best fit the data. The actual
method CSADP uses to identify the terms is shown in Fig. 10.

First, CSADP scans the data to locate the points where the phase has changed 45
degrees and 90 degrees from the end of the last 90 degree range. The slope of the
phase plot between the 45 degree and 90 degree values is calculated. If the slope
value exceeds 200 degrees/decade a complex pole is placed where the phase shift
reaches 90 degrees. Otherwise, a real pole is placed where the phase shift reaches
45 degrees. The initial guess for the damping ratio is calculated using the
relationship between the damping ratio, {, and the magnitude of the frequency
response plot at (f/fn) shown in Eq. 28.

Mp=(2;«/1—;2)'°1 (28)

Squaring both sides of Eq. 28 and applying the quadratic equation, { can be found
in terms of the peak magnitude of the resonance. The resulting formula is shown in
Eq. 29 but applies only if { is less than .7. If Eq. 29 cannot be applied, CSADP
sets the initial guess for { equal to 0.7.

(29)
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To find the change in magnitude, the data is scanned to find the the maximum
magnitude that is reached during the 90 degree phase shift and the smallest value

q that precedes it. The difference between these values is used for the damping ratio
calculation.

Throughout the model prediction program, the user has the option to override
decisions made by the program. In addition, options in the curve—fitting menu allow
the model form to be changed interactively. The parameters that control the
execution of the parameter estimation routine can also be changed to vary the
number of iterations and passes for each parameter search, the region over which
the error is summed, and the error summation equation to be used.

The options mentioned above allow the curve—fitting procedure to be adapted to
troublesome data files. For example, in some complex data files, even with
successive identification and fixing of terms in a model, there is still difficulty
identifying the correct damping ratio for complex zeroes describing antiresonances.
To alleviate this problem the program provides alternate methods of computing the
error term. These methods include summing the error over a specific frequency
range and/or using an alternate equation for calculating the error term.

CSADP provides three possible methods for error summation, either a standard
sum—of-the-squares of the error between the model and the data, Eq. 30, or the
sum—of-the-squares of the error in the complex inverse of the data, Eq. 31, or a
sum of the two.

- N 2 2 (30)

N , , 2 , , 2 (31)E=i;M[[Re(G ,(f,)—·G ,,,6,))] + [Im(G ,(f,)—G ,,6,))] ]
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„ 1.0

. , 1.0

The most effective method for identifying the damping ratio of complex zeroes is to
use the inverse sum-of—the-squares error term after fixing the majority of the model
form. The error term is weighted in inverse proportion to the magnitude of the ·
data, which provides greater weighting for low magnitude effects, such as
antiresonances, while deemphasizing effects along the zero dB line.

The original curve-fitting problems had numerical problems when trying to fit zero
dominant data files and data files with very large DC gains. PATERN can
consistently converge to the correct solution given poor starting locations if the
error term stays small. However, with the data types described above, the error
term is often very large, causing numeric overflows if there is even a small amount
of error between the initial parameters and the actual system parameters. This
problem can also be alleviated by using the inverse sum-of-the squares of the error
between the model and the data.

Frequency Response Data Manipulations:
l

The DATA MANIPULATION module of CSADP provides facilities for
performing basic frequency response data operations such as addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, and scaling. In addition, CSADP has a data manipulation
facility for generating closed loop frequency response data given an open loop
system description, as well as finding the open loop description from closed loop
data. This is accomplished by assigning blocks to the block diagram shown in Fig.
11. Frequency response data files, analytical transfer functions, and compensator
descriptions can all be used in defining the structure of the system. To
differentiate known, fixed, portions of the system from parts of the system that can
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be changed or are unknown, problem description blocks are assigned a protection
factor when they are created. The specific use of the block protection will be
demonstrated in an example problem in the next section.

Upon initialization, all the blocks in the diagram have a transfer function of ·1.0.
The user assigns problem description blocks to the forward or feedback blocks
inside the loop, or to forward path blocks outside the loop. In addition, the user
must specify one unknown in the structure; either X , X , X , or the closed loop
transfer function. If the unknown is the closed loopgtranlsfer (function, frequency
response data from the individual blocks is combined using block diagram algebra
to generate the closed loop response. If the unknown is within the open loop
specification of the system, the closed loop frequency response and the known open
loop blocks are used to calculate the frequency response of the unknown block.
With all unknown blocks equal to 1.0, the closed loop transfer function for the
block diagram shown in Fig. 11 is given by Eq. 32.

. __ G(s)O(s) 32T(S)" 1+o(s)H(S) _
( )

i
Given a desired closed loop transfer function, T, Eq. 32 can be modified to solve
for an unknown block in either the forward or feedback path, or outside the loop.
For example, assume a compensator is needed in the forward loop to get a
specified closed loop frequency response. The unknown frequency response of the
compensator, X , must be found in terms of the desired closed loop response, T,
and the known Torward loop elements, G, feedback elements, F, and outside loop
elements, O. A new closed loop transfer function can be written to include the
unknown element, Xg, as shown in Eq. 33.

TG): Xg(S)G(S)O(S) (33)
1-l—Xg(s)G(s)H(s)

l
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Rearranging Eq. 33 and solving for X yields Eq. 34, shown below.
S

T(S) (34)X (s)=——————l——g G(s)[O(s)—T(S)H(S)l

Similar calculations can be performed to determine the algebra required to identify
E unknowns in the feedback path, Xh, and outside the loop, X . The results of theseocalculations are presented in Eqs. 35 and 36.

G(s)O(s)—·T(s) (35)X =—————-—————hls) G(S)H(S)T(S)
X (S): T(s)| 1+G(s)H(s)| (35) »-

° G(S)0(S)

Compensator Operations:

Some of the most tedious and repetitive calculations performed when developing
and testing control systems are those used in determining the values of the
components or coefficients needed to implement a compensator using specific
hardware. CSADP allows the user to build compensators from lead and lag
elements, poles, and integrators. Each compensator element has corresponding
analog or digital implementations that can be selected using a menu of circuit
diagrams. The available forms and their corresponding analog op—amp circuits are
illustrated in Fig. 12-14. Figure 15 shows the corresponding digital representations.

The circuit impedances and inverse equations used in solving for analog component
values were taken from Korn and Korn. (22) The negative sign is omitted from the
gain of all compensator circuits so that negative gain terms do not have to be
specified for analog op-amp circuits. This avoids confusion when switching from
analog to digital compensator circuits, and when specifying blocks in the system
manipulation program. The block diagram formula used in the system
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manipulation program is for systems with negative feedback (G/(l+G)). Adding
an inverting op-amp circuit will cause the system to have positive feedback. To
avoid having to use inverters or keep track of the number of sign changes, the
negative sign has been dropped. If you specify a negative gain value when finding
compensator component values, CSADP will calculate a negative resistance value.

This chapter has discussed features of CSADP that are unique or non-standard
A from a classical control system design viewpoint and need clarification. Among the

unique features are the ability to perform Bode plot design using both experimental
frequency response measurements and transfer function descriptions, the ability to
manipulate frequency response data to find open loop transfer function data from
closed loop measurements, the ability to scan frequency response data to predict a
model form, and the ability to design hardware to implement a compensator. The
non-standard features include the representation of the pole and zero locations as
polynomials of f rather than s, the representation of the root-locus plot axes in Hz
rather than rad/sec, and the lack of a sign inversion in the gain of an op—amp
circuit. The remaining features in CSADP are not unique insofar as they are only
computer implementations of standard control system design tools.
The following chapter will describe the organization and capabilities of the CSADP

, program, and will demonstrate the use of these capabilities in solving a control
system design problem on a precision machine tool.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION .

This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section describes the the results
of the CSADP development project; the CSADP program, its organization, and its
capabilities. The commands and interaction needed to use CSADP will not bei
discussed in this thesis, but is explained in detail in the CSADP USER’S
MANUAL.(23) The second section will demonstrate how CSADP was used in the
design of a compensator for a machine tool. CSADP will be used to identify the
machine tool dynamics, design a compensator, and find the required coefficients to
implement the compensator using a digital algorithm.

CSADP — THE CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PACKAGE

HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS:

CSADP is an interactive graphics package for computer aided design of control
systems. It has been developed and run on both Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC) VAX 11/750 and 11/780 super-minicomputers. CSADP is written in
FORTRAN 77 and provides graphics output to drive Tektronix (TEK) 4010/4014

. compatible graphics terminals using the Tektronix PLOT 10/Terminal Control
System (TCS) and Advanced Graphing II (AGII) libraries of FORTRAN callable
graphics subroutines. Alternate message prompting routines are provided to support
both terminals that do and do not have the ability to selectively erase graphics
strings in a message area of the screen. This will be discussed below.

There are several exceptions to standard FORTRAN and TCS used in CSADP to
enhance its operation. CSADP relies on the VAX directory structure for reading
and writing files and uses several VAX System Utilities including LIBSSPAWN.
LIBSSPAWN is used to provide directories during program execution. Other VAX
specific features include the addition of a SETDEV routine to the TCS library and
modifications to the TCS ADEOUT routine to set the terminal to graphics mode

52
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and to use the SYS$QIO Utility for terminal communication. As mentioned
above, some 4010/4014 "emulators" support selective erasing of graphics strings
and some do not. For terminals that do support selective erasing, all message
prompting in the graphics mode is carried out in a three line message area at the
bottom of the screen. For terminals that do not support selective erasing, CSADP
uses a larger portion of the screen for displaying messages and refreshes the
graphics display periodically. The user may also refresh the screen from any of the
graphics menus. l '

The TCS NEWPAG and ADEOUT routines have also been modified to allow plot
commands to be routed to a disk file for plotting at a later time. Each time
CSADP is run and enters the graphics mode, a file named PLOTFIL.DAT is
created in the CSADP working directory. PLOTFIL.DAT contains the TCS
graphics strings needed to reconstruct the screen plots requested during a terminal
session. Each screen is separated from the last by a control B (ASCII decimal 2)
character. The hardcopy plot routine used with CSADP reads PLOTFIL.DAT
and routes the data, one screen at a time, to a port specified by the user.

OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM:

CSADP is a collection of control system analysis and design tools that allow both
frequency response data files and user input transfer functions to be used for
classical control system design. It is a highly interactive, menu driven program.
Program flow is controlled through the MASTER CONTROL MODULE which
performs setup and initialization functions and passes control to three modules that
actually perform all the work. These modules are named according to their
primary functions which are: INPUT, ANALYSIS AND DESIGN, and DATA
MANIPULATION. Each of these modules contains its own main menu which
controls the flow within the module. The following sections describe some general
information that is common to the entire CSADP program, followed by a
description of each module and a summary of its capabilities.



. B
The MASTER CONTROL MENU divides CSADP into three functionally
different sections as shown in Fig 16. In addition, the MASTER CONTROL
MENU provides access to the SETUP routine so that previous setup information

·can be changed. The three main program sections and the SETUP routine are
accessed by selecting an entry in the menu. _

When trying to solve any type of control system design problem, the first task is to
define the problem. This function is performed in CSADP by defining a problem
description using options in the INPUT MODULE. Once a problem has been
defined, the user has the option of using several different approaches to the control
system design problem. The user can use classical control system analysis and
design tools in the ANALYSIS AND DESIGN MODULE, or perform frequency
response data manipulations and compensator hardware design in the DATA
MANIPULATION MODULE. The only restriction is that frequency response
data blocks must be curve-fit before they can be used for root-locus plotting.

CSADP allows the user to define problems using collections of individual block
descriptions. These collections are referred to as problem descriptions and can be
stored in a working directory and recalled at a later time. There are two different
ways that blocks make their way into the problem description. The first is byJ describing the blocks using the functions provided by the INPUT MODULE. The
second is by storing results of operations as block descriptions. Examples of this
are storing the addition of two blocks as a third block in the DATA
MANIPULATION MODULE, storing a model of a data file in the ANALYSIS
AND DESIGN MODULE, and storing a compensator circuit design in the DATA
MANIPULATION MODULE. The current maximum number of blocks allowed
in a problem description is 30. Once blocks are described in the problem
description, they are referred to by number only.

The INPUT MODULE provides facilities that allow the user to INPUT, STORE,
RECALL, EDIT and VERIFY the current problem description summary, as
shown in Fig. 17. This is done by adding, changing, and displaying individual
block descriptions. Blocks are defined using the information in TableI.B
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BLOCK DESCRIPTION ELEMENT RANGE OF VALUES DEFAULT
Block Number (1-30) (none)
Block Form (D, P, M, or C) (none)
Block Protection (P or U) U
Filename (user specified) i SYNTH
Gain (user specified) 1.0
Time delay (sec) (user specified) 0.0
Number of Zeroes in Model (0-36) 0 ° ‘

Number of Poles in Model (0-36) 0
Zero Polynomial Coefficients (Z(I),l<I<NZERO) 0.0
Pole Polynomial Coefficients (P(I),l<I<NPOLE) 0.0

TABLE I. Summary of Block Description Information

As was mentioned above, CSADP uses the Block Number as the block identifier
throughout the program. The Block Form is used to signal programs that need
frequency response data to either recall or generate the data.

In the INPUT MODULE, blocks may be described using either a frequency
response data file, form "D", or by defining transfer function parameters, form "P".
There are two additional Block Forms that cannot be specified in the INPUT
MODULE but which are used by CSADP in special applications. When frequency
response data files are curve-fit, the user can request that the model parameters be
saved in the problem description. CSADP then changes the Block Form from "D"
to "M" and stores the transfer function description. The user has the option of
using either the data or the transfer function in future calculations. In addition,
compensators can be built using a selection of analog or digital compensator
elements. These descriptions are saved with the Block Form "C" and currently can
only be used in the COMPENSATOR and SYSTEM MANIPULATION
program functions.

_.________r__
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The Block Protection is used in the SYSTEM MANIPULATION routine to
distinguish between blocks that can and cannot be changed to generate a desired
closed loop system response. The filename is used in both data and compensator
block descriptions to recall data from disk files. The rest of the block description
relates to the representation of transfer functions in CSADP.

The INPUT function allows the user to enter block descriptions by specifying a
filename where measured frequency response data is stored, or by building a
transfer function from poles and zeroes. (See Reference (23) for data format
details.) Transfer functions are built using a gain and time delay term, real poles
and zeroes, integrators, differentiators, complex poles and zeroes, and user specified
polynomials. The form of the transfer function was discussed at length in the last

. chapter, and will not be discussed here.

Once a problem description has been entered, it can be modified by replacing and
adding blocks using options in the EDIT function. The VERIFY option allows the
user to display a summary of the individual block descriptions.

Problem descriptions can also be stored and recalled using the STORE and
RECALL functions. When storing or recalling problem description summaries, the
user specifies only the filename part of the file specification. The file extension

".CSD" is appended to all problem description filenames so that a selective
directory can be performed to display only problem description files.

The INPUT MODULE is the only module that can be executed without having a
graphics terminal.

The ANALYSIS ANDDESIGN MODULE provides access to CSADP’s tools for
classical control system analysis and design, as shown in Fig. 18. It allows the user
to examine blocks using Bode, Nyquist, and root-locus plots, provides extensive
Bode and root-locus design capabilities, and contains an interactive routine to
curve-fit frequency response data. Each of the ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
functions allows the user to route screen graphics to a disk file for hardcopy
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plotting at a later time. The capabilities of each of these routines are summarized
briefly below.

The BODE routine provides the user with automatically scaled plots of a blocks
frequency response data representation in either open or closed loop form. (A
G/(1+G) calculation is used to generate closed loop data.) Additional blocks can
also be overlaid on the same set of axes. The plot and most recent overlay data is
stored in base and overlay plot arrays so that it does not have to be regenerated to
expand or rescale the plot window. In addition, the stored data may be scanned to
find the gain and phase margin, as well as user-specified values of frequency,
magnitude, and phase. The stored base plot data also serves as the basis for the
Bode plot compensator design calculations discussed in the next section.

The user can build a compensator in the Bode design section by interactively
specifying gain and time delay values, and real pole and zero locations. Frequency
response data generated from these inputs is stored in a compensator array. The
compensated frequency response is generated by multiplying the base plot by the

” compensators frequency response and storing the results in the overlay plot array.
The Bode plot is then updated and the user can inspect both the compensated and
uncompensated frequency response data without leaving the design option. When
exiting the design section the user has the option of storing the compensator data
as a block description for later use.

The NYQUIST routine currently provides only plot, overlay, rescale, and hardcopy
features. Many of the features implemented in the BODE section were not
implemented in NYQUIST because Nyquist plots are typically used for stability
checking and not for compensator design work.

The ROOT-LOCUS routine provides facilities analogous to those provided in the
BODE section. The ROOT-LOCUS routine does not take time delay into
consideration. If time delay exists in the block description, CSADP notifies the
user and then proceeds using only the polynomials of the transfer function.
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61TheROOT-LOCUS plotting features include automatic plot scaling and gain
range calculation, overlay plotting, and plot region expansion and rescaling. In
addition, the root-locus can be filled, which calculates a set of roots between each
set of existing roots to provide a more detailed plot. The open loop poles and zeroes
and the most recent 1000 closed loop poles are stored for both the base and overlay
plot. In addition, the root-locus plot can be inspected and used for root-locus
design.

_ The root-locus inspection routine allows the user to notate a root-locus plot with
lines of constant damping and constant (41- or 4/ {wu) settling time, to plot a set of
roots at a specified gain value, and to inspect the gain and phase at an arbitrary
point in the s-plane. This ability to check the gain and phase at a point in the s-
plane assists the user in finding the compensator needed to place the closed loop
poles at a specified s-plane location.

The root-locus design feature allows the user to build a compensator transfer
function using individual pole and zero terms. The characteristic equation of the
overlay plot is generated after multiplying the transfer functions of the base plot
and the compensator. The root-locus design section also allows the user to inspect
both the base and overlay plots, and store the compensator for later use.

The CURVE-FIT routine allows the user to interactively curve-fit frequency
response data. Some of the curve-fitting capabilities include automatic data
scanning for both data conditioning and model prediction, automatic step size and
error form selection, and a facility for successive elimination of identified elements
in the model. The user can interactively modify both the model form and model
parameters by adding, deleting, or changing terms in the model.

In addition, the user can change the control parameters for the least-squares
estimation routine interactively. This includes selecting the error summation form
and the frequency range over which the error is summed, selecting the parameter
step sizes and bounds, and changing the number of passes and iterations per pass
used when executing the routine.
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Models that are created in the CURVE-FIT program can be stored for use in
other CSADP modules and can be recalled by the CURVE-FIT program for
modification at a later time.

The DATA MANIPULATION MODULE options, shown in Fig. 19, accomplish
two different types of tasks. The BLOCK and SYSTEM MANIPULATION
functions allow the user to perform mathematical operations on frequency response
data files. The COMPENSATOR function assists the user in designing the
hardware to implement a compensator, or determining the frequency response of1
compensator circuit. _

The BLOCK MANIPULATION function allows the user to scale and invert single
blocks, and to add, subtract, multiply, and divide any two blocks. Results of
operations can be stored as block descriptions.

The SYSTEM MANIPULATION function provides facilities to perform block
diagram operations on groups of blocks. The user defines a systems structure by
assigning blocks to a predefined block diagram. Blocks can be placed in the
forward and feedback paths of a control loop, and outside the loop in the forward
path. Once the structure is defined, it can be used to perform block diagram
operations on the structure. The block diagram operations allow the user to find
either a systems closed loop frequency response given open loop elements, or the
required open loop element to get a given closed loop response.! Structure files can
be stored on disk for use at a later time. Structure files are always stored using
the filename specified by the user and the extension ".STR" so that structure files
can be found using a selective directory search.

The remaining function, COMPENSATOR, allows the user to interactively select
components and hardware to implement a compensator design using analog circuits
or digital algorithms. The user first builds a compensator form using lead, lag, and
pole elements in a series or parallel arrangement. The hardware implementation is
then built by assigning circuits from a menu of analog op-amp circuits and digital
algorithms to the lead, lag, and pole elements. Once the hardware circuits have
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been defined, the COMPENSATOR function can be used to find the required
resistors and capacitors, or digital coefficients, that are needed to set the gain and
place the poles and zeroes at the proper locations. In addition, the
COMPENSATOR function has facilities for converting series compensators to
parallel forrn and vice versa. (This function uses partial fraction expansion and is
currently limited to cases with no repeated roots. This limitation could be removed
if CSADP had the ability to differentiate. This will be addressed in a later version
if it becomes necessary.)

Since often the same compensator circuit can be used for a range of problems,
compensators and the component values used in the compensator can be stored as
block descriptions for later recall. The compensator description and parameters are
stored in a file on disk with the file extension ".CMP". However, compensator block
descriptions can only be used in the SYSTEM MANIPULATION and
COMPENSATOR functions.

The compensator and data manipulation functions were placed in the same module
because the ability to incorporate compensator circuit designs into the system
structure (in the SYSTEM function) is often useful.

The preceding pages have been an overview of the CSADP program. The program
capabilities have been summarized to provide the reader with an understanding of
the program while trying to avoid providing alot of unnecessary detail. A detailed
discussion of the capabilities of each function and the required user/program
dialog is contained in the CSADP USER’S MANUAL.(23)

The following sections will show how the capabilities described above have been
used to design a velocity loop compensator for a machine tool at the Oak Ridge
Y-12 Plant. The first section will describe the equipment and experimental setup
used. This will be followed by a discussion of the CSADP functions that were used
in the identification of the plant and the design of the compensator. Copies of the .
screen graphics will be used to present the results of CSADP operations.
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DESIGN OF A MACHINE TOOL COMPENSATOR

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND SETUP:

The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 20. The system components
include the machine tool, the digital servo system used for control system
compensation, a FLUKE Instrument Controller for programming and testing the
digital servo, a Hewlett-Packard HP5423 Digital Signal Analyzer for gathering
frequency response data, an HP9825T desktop computer for transferring data
between equipment, and the DEC VAX ll /750 super-minicomputer where the
CSADP software resides. These components will be described in more detail in the
following paragraphs.

The machine tool used in this study is a Moore No. 3 Measuring Machine which
has been modified for use as a precision turning machine. (24) The major
modifications were:

1. Replacement of the original oil hydrodynamic bearings with pressurized air
bearings;

2. Addition of anti—backlash weights to remove backlash in the lead-screw;

3. Addition of DC torque motors to the- leadscrew shafts;

4. Addition of a laser interferometer system for position feedback;

5. Addition of digital servo and drive electronics to control the slides; and

6. Addition of a vibration isolation system to isolate the machine from floor
vibrations. ·

The signal analyzer used to gather the frequency response data is a HP5423
Digital Signal Analyzer. The HP5423 is a two channel spectrum analyzer that can
perform a variety of time and frequency domain measurements. In this example
problem, the HP5423 was used to gather open and closed loop frequency response
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data used by the CSADP program, and to perform time response measurements to
verify the results of the design. p

Frequency response data is transferred from the HP5423 to the VAX using an
HP9825T Desktop Computer. First, the data is transferred from the HP5423 to
the Desktop Computer over the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HPIB). The
HPIB interface is Hewlett-Packard’s implementation of IEEE Standard 488-1975.
The HP9825T stores the data on a removable magnetic tape cartridge for
subsequent transfer to the VAX. Data is transferred from the Desktop Computer
to the VAX over an RS-232CV interface under control of the 9825T. Listings of
the software used to accomplish these transfers are provided in APPENDIX A.

A block diagram of the control system, including the digital servo is shown in Fig.
21. Only the compensator parameters, Al, B1, A2, B2, A3, B3, and C3, can be
changed when tuning or retuning the compensator. The remainder of the control
electronics can be considered part of the plant. Note that the block diagram shows
the summing junction circuit for the closed loop measurement as installed. For
open loop measurements, the summing circuit is removed and the noise source is
fed directly into the power amplifier and channel one of the signal analyzer. The
output of the digital—to-analog converter is used as the input to channel two. In
addition, open loop data is taken with the compensator "removed". While the
compensator is not physically removed, all the A and B coefficients are set to zero
and C3 is set to 1.0. This makes the compensator transfer function equal to one
while retaining the effect of time delay on the system performance. The time delay
due to the compensator is 1.184 milliseconds. A FLUKE Instrument Controller is
used to load coefficients into the digital servo and to run hardware and software
tests on the servo.

Once the data is successfully transferred to the VAX, it is moved to the CSADP
working directory, [COUTURESA.DATA], so that it can be accessed by the

- CSADP program. The data is then ready for use by the program.
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APPROACH TO THE CONTROL PROBLEM:

The paragraphs above describe the capabilities of the CSADP program, the
structure of the system to be controlled, and how the frequency response
measurements were taken to characterize the system and check the design results.
Before discussing the specific functions used in the design of the controller, the
objectives of the controller and the approach used in the design will be discussed.

The machine tool used as a test-bed for this example problem is also being used as
I a test-bed for high speed digital servo research. As such, the desired system

response for testing the servo is not what one would want if the machine tool was
being used to produce parts. The main objective of the design is to produce a stable
system that can be characterized easily in both the time and frequency domain.
This objective can be met if the following criteria are used in the design.

1. The system should be stable. The Bode design criteria are a gain margin of
approximately 3dB and a phase margin of approximately 30 degrees. These
criteria are somewhat flexible because the resonance around 60 Hz has an
adverse affect on the system performance. (Some ringing at a frequency
around 60 Hz had been observed in some preliminary time response
measurements.)

i 2. The system should have as high a gain as possible to improve stiffness. TheA
control system must be stiff to compensate for the lack of a gear train between
the motor and the lead screw.

3. The system should have some overshoot to facilitate gathering time response
data. Time response data is needed for comparing the system time response to
the predicted time response from CSMP and analog computer simulations. In
addition, time response data is needed to investigate how well the time
response can be predicted from closed loop frequency response predictions.
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4. The effects of the resonances on the system performance should be minimized.
This translates into a desire to force the root-locus branches from the complex
poles away from the right half-plane.

The analog compensation that was used before the digital servo hardware was
installed exhibited a fair amount of overshoot and was therefore used as a starting
point for the design. The transfer function of the compensator is given by Eq. 37.

_ (s+21r10) (s+21r0.1) (37)Gc__.....li...i
s (s+21r0.01)

Based on the design criteria listed above, the following approach was used in the
design of the compensator. This approach, illustrated in Fig. 22, defines the flow
through the CSADP program and will be used as a guide for the remainder of the
chapter.

First, open velocity loop frequency response data was gathered and transferred to
the VAX 11/750. This data is plotted in Fig. 23. Since open loop data was
available, no system manipulations were required to identify the plant from closed
loop measurements. However, note that the phase plot in Fig. 23 starts at -180

. degrees and the magnitude plot is not falling off at -40 dB/decade as one would
expect if two poles at the origin were the cause of the phase shift. The sign
inversion is caused by the summing junction in the velocity loop. (see Fig. 21) So,
the first operation that must be performed is to multiply the data by -1.0 to correct
for the sign inversion in the measured data.

Once the data is corrected, the BODE DESIGN function will used to test the
preliminary compensator design to see if it meets the frequency response
specifications.

Next, the frequency response data will be curve-fit to generate a transfer function
needed for both root-locus plotting and time domain simulations. The root-locus
plot will be used to check the location of the systems closed-loop poles to ensure
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Gather Open Velocity Loop
Frequency Response Data

Correct Sign Inversion by
Multiplying Data By -1.0

Design Compensator Using
Bode Plot Techniques

Curve-Fit Corrected
Open Loop Data

Check compensators Closed Loop
Time and Frequency Response

Select Compensator Algorithms
and Find Coefücients

Install and Test Compensator

Compare Measured versus
Predicted Performance

Demonstrate Closed Loop I_ to Open Loop Calculation

Figure 22. Program Flow Used in Solving Example Problem
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that the system is stable and to get an estimate of the time response from the
locations of the dominant poles. The time response will also be predicted using both
CSMP and an analog computer before the compensator is installed and tested on
the machine.

When a compensator is found that meets the Bode and root—locus design criteria,
the SYSTEM manipulation program will be used to predict the frequency response
of the closed velocity loop. Providing the closed loop response is satisfactory, the
COMPENSATOR routine will be used to calculate the coefficients needed by the

— digital servo algorithm. The coefficients will then be loaded into the digital servo
and the response of the velocity loop will be measured. To check the validity of the
design process, the measured response will be compared with the predicted closed
loop response.

To demonstrate the ability to calculate open loop data from closed loop
measurements, the SYSTEM MANIPULATION option will be used to calculate
the compensated open loop frequency response of the system from closed loop data.
The compensated open loop frequency response will then be divided by the
frequency response of the compensator to generate the open loop transfer function.
This response will be compared to the measured open loop frequency response
shown in Fig. 23. -

The following pages will summarize how CSADP is used to perform the operations
described above, and will discuss the results of each major operation. Due to the
complexity of the system being used in the study, some intermediate operations will
not be demonstrated. This is particularly true for the frequency response data
curve-fitting portion of the discussion.

The open velocity loop data was transferred to the VAX and stored in the working
directory in the file OPENLP.DAT. The INPUT function was used to place the
data file in the problem description. The data has already been plotted in Fig. 22
and will not be replotted here.

l
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The BLOCK MANIPULATION program was then used to multiply the data by
-1.0. To accomplish this, the data was loaded into the A plot arrays from disk
using the RECALL option, as shown in Fig. 24. The SCALE option was then used
to multiply the A plot data by -1.0. The corrected data is plotted in Fig. 24 using
dashed lines. The data was then stored as a block description using the STORE
option. The corrected open loop data will be used for curve-fitting and all
compensator design operations.

The next operation to be performed is the preliminary design of a compensator
using the BODE DESIGN option. The corrected open loop data was recalled and
plotted using the BODE (P)LOT option. The PLOT option stores the complex
valued frequency response data in an array so that it can be used in the DESIGN
option. The DESIGN option was then selected and the data was inspected for gain
and phase margin information. Figure 25 shows the data as plotted in the BODE
DESIGN window. The open loop system has 96 degrees of phase margin and 4 dB
of gain margin. The compensator shown in Eq. 37 was then added to the system in
two stages.

The first lag element placed a pole at the origin and a zero at 10 Hz. In addition,
a gain of 20vr was added to compensate for the form of the zero added by CSADP.
So, after the first lag element was added, the compensator transfer function was:

(38)
_ 2O1r·(l+S[21rl0) _ $+211*10G°‘—

s
_

s

Inspection of the plot, shown in Fig. 26, determined that the system gain margin
remained at 4 dB while the phase margin was reduced to 50 deg. (The initial scan
for the gain crossover showed it occurring before the beginning of the frequency
range. This is because there was a computed zero at the first data point. The point
was assigned a magnitude of -500 dB to avoid taking the logarithm of zero. A scan
of the magnitude data was used to find the next zero crossing.) The gain and phase
margin were considered adequate since the resonances tend to make the system act
less stable than the phase margin indicates. ‘
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In order to raise the DC gain of the system without affecting the shape of the Bode
plot near the gain and phase crossovers, the second lag compensator was input by
placing a pole at .01 Hz and a zero at .1 Hz. Again, a gain of 10 was added to
compensate for the form of the pole and zero added. This made the final1
compensator transfer function equal to:

G =G _ 10·(1+s[21r0.1) =(s+21r10)_ (s+21r0.l) (39)’
°

°‘ (1+s/21r0.01) s (s+2vr0.0l)

The addition of the second lag element caused no change in the gain and phase
margin, and had an insignificant effect on the Bode plot in the frequency range
being plotted. For this reason, the data will not be replotted. The bode design data
was saved for use in calculating the closed loop frequency response.

The next step was to curve-fit the open loop data so that the preliminary
compensator design could be checked using the ROOT-LOCUS DESIGN option.

Curve-fitting the open loop frequency response data was done in several stages.
The first stage was the identification the form of the model to be used. To
accomplish this, CSADP was allowed to scan the data and predict a model form.
The second stage was the identification of the parameters in the model. This was
done by dividing the data file into regions of interest and fitting each region
separately. Only terms that were in the frequency range of interest were fit. All
terms not in the frequency range of interest were fixed. The final stage was a
combined fit using the entire model. The combined fit makes adjustments in the
parameter values to get the best overall fit. The following paragraphs present the
results of the curve-fit operations.

The data in block 2, (the open loop data multiplied by -1), was used for the curve-
fit. The data was recalled and CSADP was allowed to predict the model with no
guidance from the user. The predicted model and data were overlaid and plotted by
CSADP for user inspection as shown in Fig. 27. Since CSADP uses the Bode
plotting routines, the data is always plotted using a solid line and the model using a
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dashed line. By examining the predicted model and the data, several observations
can be made. First, CSADP ignored the resonance around 60 Hz in its model
prediction. Since this feature is an important influence on the system performance,
the data file was inspected manually to find out why the scanning program missed
.this feature. The inspection showed that the duration of the "peak" in the phase
plot was only 9 points. Since the scanning programs were set up to ignore changes
in the data that last less than 10 points, they operated correctly. With the
exception of this resonance, CSADP predicted a reasonable model form for the
remainder of the data file. ,

The lack of agreement between the predicted model and the data file is due largely
to poor guesses for the damping ratios of the complex terms. The very close
spacing of the complex terms in this data file makes it impossible to identify the
damping ratio using the magnitude ratio at the resonant frequency. In comparison,
CSADP was used to predict the model form for the data shown in Fig. 28. The
better separation of features in the data shown in Fig. 28 allowed CSADP to
predict good starting values for the parameters. Table II shows the actual transfer
function parameters and those predicted by the scanning program.

FEATURE PARAMETER NAME VALUE ESTIMATE ERROR (%)
Complex Natural Freq. 10.0 9.76 2.4
Pole #1 Damping Ratio 0.20 0.219 9.5
Complex Natural Freq. 100.0 100.6 0.6
Zero #1 Damping Ratio 0.05 0.042 16.0
Complex Natural Freq. 150.0 · 148.4 1.1
Pole #2 Damping Ratio 0.10 0.132 32.0

TABLE II. Comparison of Actual and Predicted Model Parameters
Corresponding to Fig. 28
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The error is less than 2 percent on frequency estimates and 32 percent on damping
ratios. The error in the damping ratio estimates has very little effect on the model
because the system is lightly damped and not very sensitive to small changes in the
damping ratio.

Several changes were made to the model form predicted by CSADP. First, as was
mentioned above, the resonace around 60 Hz is an important part of the system
performance. So, a lightly damped complex pole/zero pair was added to the model
around 60 Hz. Since there are only 9 data points available to use for fitting
parameters to a complex pole/zero pair, it will be difficult to get good estimates
for the parameters. After adding terms to describe the resonance at 60 Hz,
additional changes were made to simplify the model. Data at frequencies greater
than 100 Hz was not of great interest due to the effects of noise and time delay.
So, the complex pole/zero pair at 150 Hz was deleted as well as the real pole at
140 Hz and the real zero at 170 Hz. All these model and parameter changes werel
made using CHANGE and DELETE PARAMETER options.

Once the desired model form had been generated, the ADD/CHANGE option was i

used to manually adjust the model parameters so the model would agree more
closely with the data before the program iterated to find the best-fit to the model.
The final model form and the starting parameters are shown in Fig. 29. As was
mentioned above, regionsof the data were identified independently so that features
could be sequentially identified. This reduces the number of parameters that must
be perturbed during each execution of the iterative portion of the program and
reduces the total amount of time required to obtain a good overall fit.(2)

The first region fit was from 0 to 70 Hz. In this region, the only parameters of
interest were the two real poles at 4 and 66 Hz, and the complex pole at 45 Hz.
Figure 30 illustrates the steps used in identifying the parameters in the first data
region. First, all terms other than those in the first data region were fixed. Then,
the frequency range over which the error is summed was reduced to 0 to 70 Hz.
Next, an iterative parameter search was performed and the parameters in the
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CURREHT PDDEL PRRRPETER5
2

(K)-GRIN- 1.77259675642 $9
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FIXED TERFS: RCZ 66.6666 6.656666 G .
CZ 68.7566 6.166666
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Figure 30. Stages Used in Identifying First Data Region Parameters
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region were identified. Last, the remainder of the model was unfixed and the model
l

and data were overlaid.

The second stage model attempted to fit the resonances at 60 and 90 Hz.
Attempts to fit each resonance separately were not very successful because the
resonances are closely spaced and there are only 9 points available for fitting the
resonance at 60 Hz. The steps used in identifying the resonance parameters are
shown in Fig. 31. Again, all terms in the model were fixed with the exception of
the complex pole/zero pairs used to describe the resonances. The data region used
in the calculation of the error term was set to 50 to 120 Hz, and a parameter
search was performed. The result of the second stage fit was then examined and
the rest of the model was unfixed.

After identifying each of the regions independently, a final curve-fit was performed
using the entire model to make final adjustments to the parameters. The final
model is displayed overlaid on the data in Fig. 32 and in transfer function form in
Eq. 40.

(40)
GP(s)•1.8[1 + + [1 +

+[·Fittingthe data to a transfer function model was the most time—consuming part of
this particular design problem. This was due to both the complexity of the model
and the amount of computation required to perform an iterative least-squares
curve—fit. For each parameter change, the new frequency response of the model
must be generated. As the complexity of the model increases this becomes a very
time-consuming process. y
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Figure 31. Stages Used in Identify1ng Complex Pole and Zero Parameters
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The ROOT-LOCUS function was used to verify that the compensator designed in
the BODE option meets the closed loop performance specifications. There were
two criteria of interest. First, the closed loop response should be predominantly
second order with a damping ratio in the range of 0.10 to 0.40. This range of
damping ratios will provide a system with between 30 and 70 percent overshoot.
Second, the complex poles from the resonances should be kept as far from the right
half plane as possible to reduce ringing.

To examine the systems closed-loop performance in the s—plane, the ROOT-
LOCUS (P)LOT option was used to generate a root-locus plot of the open-loop
model stored in block 2. The plot was filled several times to provide the plot shown
in Fig. 33. To save time when replotting the screen, (and because the closed loop
response of the uncompensated system was of little interest), the closed loop poles
of the base plot were erased before the DESIGN option was called. This was
accomplished by asking the program to plot block 0. Once in the ROOT-LOCUS
DESIGN option, the compensator designed in the BODE section was added to the
system. Poles were added at 0.0 and .01 Hz and zeroes at 10.0 and 0.1 Hz. After
the compensator was added, the Roor-Locus DESIGN option was exited and
the plot expanded so more detail was visible. The root-locus plot of the
compensated system is shown in Figure 34.

The compensated plot was then checked for gain information using the ROOT-
LOCUS INSPECT option. The gain and phase as calculated by measuring the
distances and angles from the point to the open loop poles and zeroes is not the
same as the DC transfer function gain used in CSADP. The characteristic
equation representation used for root-locus plotting assumes that the highest order
coefficient is 1.0 for both the pole and zero polynomials. CSADP uses transfer
functions with the lowest order coefficients equal to 1.0 so that the gain term
represents the DC gain of the transfer function. This means that the root-locus
gain must be divided by the inverse of the leading coefficients of the CSADP pole
and zero polynomials to get the correct representation of the transfer function gain.
The scale factor, Kl, in Eq. 41 is the required correction factor for the model
polynomials.
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K1 = (21r9.05) (21r39.76) (21r42.9)2 (21r63)2 (21r90)2 (41)
(21r6l)2(21r73)2

No correction to the gain is required for the compensator since the compensator is
already in the proper, ((s+a)/(s+b)), format. The resulting gain was used to plot
a set of roots on the locus. These closed loop poles are annotated on the plot with
the number l. Next, lines of constant damping were drawn for damping ratios of
0.10 and 0.40. Since the point did satisfy the closed loop specification, the
compensator design was accepted.

There were two more checks performed before the compensator was programmed
into the digital servo for testing. These were closed loop time and frequency
response predictions using CSMP and CSADP. The checks were performed to
ensure that the systems response would be stable and not dominated by the
resonances at 50 or 88 Hz. The compensator transfer function shown in Eq. 37,
and the model transfer function shown in Eq. 40 were used in both simulations.

The CSMP time response data for the compensated closed loop system is plotted in
Fig. 35. The important features on the plot are the 34 percent overshoot and the
time to peak of 23 msec. This corresponds to a natural frequency of 23 Hz and a
damping ratio of 0.32. The analog computer simulation results were identical to
those from CSMP and will not be presented. Time response predictions based on
closed loop pole locations show that there is not a dominant set of poles. One set of
poles has a time to peak of 13 msec and 60 percent overshoot, while another has a
time to peak of 28 msec and 2 percent overshoot. Since these bracket the response
from CSMP, there appears to be some interaction between the two and neither set

dominates the system performance. Another interesting observation is that raising (
the gain causes an increase in the amount of overshoot but does not affect the rise
time significantly. This also indicates that there is not a single set of dominant
poles.
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The last step in the design of the compensator was to find the required digital servo
· coefficients needed to implement the compensator. The COMPENSATOR function

was used to build the series compensator shown in Fig. 36. The compensator form
was then converted to a parallel path implementation to match the representation
used in the digital servo calculations. CSADP then calculated the required
coefficients to get the proper frequency response from the compensator. The final
compensator parameters and the corresponding coefficients are shown in Fig. 37.

The coefficients shown in the figure were programmed into the digital servo for
testing. Both the systems compensated time and frequency response were measured
with the digital servo operational. Figure 38 shows the systems closed loop
frequency response compared to the predicted frequency response from CSADP.
As the figure shows, there is very close agreement between the two plots.

Figure 39 is a plot of the systems closed loop time response compared to predicted
responses from CSMP. Two CSMP plots are displayed using gains of 1.8 and 2.0.
The data fit earlier in this exercise was best fit using a gain of 1.8. However, the
frequency point spacing in the data being fit was 0.78125 Hz, which means there
were only 12 frequency points below 10 Hz for the fit. Other measurements
showed the gain to be between 1.9 and 2.0. For this reason, several CSMP runs
were made to get a range of possible solutions. Both CSMP predictions are
slightly faster and have less overshoot on the first peak than the real system. The
time to the first peak of the real system response agrees with the CSMP prediction

· of 23 msec. This is not readily apparent in the plot because triggering delays cause
the measured data to be shifted to the left. If the starting slopes are aligned, the
plots line up more exactly. However, after the first peak, the time of peak disagrees
because the period of oscillation is 5 msec shorter for the CSMP simulation than
what is observed in the real system. l

The operations performed above have shown how CSADP may be used to design a
compensator given open loop frequency response data describing the plant. One
capability that has not been demonstrated is the ability to use frequency response
data representing the compensated systems closed loop performance to calculate
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the frequency response of the plant. The following paragraphs will describe the
results of these operations. ,

The systems compensated closed loop frequency response has been displayed
previously in Fig. 38. To find the frequency response of the plant two operations
must be performed. First, the open loop transfer function of the system must be
calculated from the closed loop response. Second, the frequency response of the
compensator must be divided out of the open loop frequency response data. Both of
these operations are performed in the SYSTEM MANIPULATION function.

First, the structure of the system must be defined in CSADP. (see Fig. 20) The
known elements are the closed loop frequency response, T, and the coefficients of
the compensator shown in Fig. 37. The unknown is the frequency response of the
plant, which is in the forward loop path. So, the only elements that must be
assigned to the block diagram are the unknown in the forward path and the
compensator. The compensators frequency response has been stored as a result of
the BODE DESIGN option and does not have to be regenerated. The compensator
was stored as an unprotected block because its frequency response can be modified
to change the closed loop frequency response of the system.

Once the known elements have been assigned to the block diagram and the location
of the unknown block in the structure is specified, the closed loop to open loop
calculation can be performed. CSADP performs this calculation in two stages.
First, the combined response of the unknown block and the unprotected blocks is
calculated and displayed, as shown in Fig. 40a. This plot is the open loop frequency
response of the compensated system. Next, CSADP divides the frequency response
of the unprotected blocks, (the compensator), out of the combined response to leave
only the frequency reponse of the unknown element. This yields the frequency
response of the plant with the compensator removed, as shown in Fig. 40b.

The calculated plant frequency response is replotted in Fig. 4la, overlaid on the
measured plant frequency response data. While the shape of the transfer function
is correct, there is a great deal of noise in the calculated data. For comparison, the
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closed loop frequency response was generated from the open loop model and the
compensator transfer function. This synthesized closed loop data was then used to
calculate the open loop frequency response. This data is plotted in Fig. 41b along
with the measured data. The very good agreement between the plots in Fig. 4lb as
compared to Fig. 41a points out the need for getting a very good closed loop
frequency response measurement if it is to be used for calculating the open loop
response. (Incidentally, the error between the plots in Fig. 4lb is a result of
inaccuracies in the original model, and not inaccuracy introduced by the
calculation. See Fig. 32)

This chapter has described the facilities available in CSADP and has shown how
these facilities can be used to design and implement a compensator based on open
loop frequency response measurements. The next chapter will summarize the “

results and recommend improvements based on experience that has been gained
with this package.



III

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS:

The overall control system design problem consists of a series of interrelated tasks.
, These tasks include the identification of the system to be controlled, the design of

the compensator, and the design of the hardware needed to implement the I

compensator. Most of the existing computer-aided control system design packages
focus on the design of the compensator and largely ignore the problems of system
identification and hardware design. CSADP has been developed in an attempt to
provide a broader variety of tools that assist the controls engineer in designing,
tuning, and retuning machine tool servos in an industrial environment.

To provide this range of capabilities CSADP has some unique features as well as
standard Bode, Nyquist, and root-locus design tools. These include:

1. The ability to use measured frequency response data and transfer functions
interchangeably in Bode plot design and frequency response data calculations.

2. Monitoring of the real and imaginary frequency response data to determine
the phase with reference to the starting phase, instead of using the standard
four quadrant phase.

3. Frequency response data scanning for data conditioning and model form
prediction.

4. Logarithmic method of gain calculation for a more linear distribution of points
along root-locus plots.

5. Inspection of gain and phase at an arbitrary point in the s-plane.

6. Frequency response data manipulations for open loop to closed loop and closed
loop to open loop calculations.

7. Calculation of resistor and capacitor values needed to implement a
compensator using user-selected op-amp networks.

102
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8. Calculation of coefficients needed to implement a compensator using user-
selected digital algorithms.

The capabilities of the CSADP program were demonstrated in the design of a
velocity loop compensator for a precision diamond turning machine. Open loop
data gathered from the machine was used as the basis for the design of a
compensator using Bode plot methods. A curve-fit was made to the open loop data
to provide a transfer function that could be used for root-locus plotting and time
response predictions. Time response_ predictions from the root-locus plot closed loop
pole locations showed that the system does not have a dominant set of closed loop
poles. This was verified by analog computer and CSMP time response predictions.
These predictions showed that as the gain was increased, there was not a
corresponding decrease in rise time.

Once the compensator design was finalized, the COMPENSATOR function was
used to build the series representation of the compensator as designed in the BODE
DESIGN option. This representation was converted to a parallel structure by
CSADP so that it conformed with the implementation used in the digital servo

, system. The coefficients needed in the digital algorithm were then calculated and
programmed into the digital servo for testing.

Frequency response and time response measurements were made and compared to
predicted closed loop responses. CSADP frequency response predictions matched
measured closed loop response almost exactly. The time response predictions for
time to first peak matched the measured response very well once triggering delays
and measurement errors were considered. However, other time response indicators,
such as percent overshoot, did not match as well. This may be partly due to
oversimplification of the model, since the region above 100 Hz was ignored. Recent
tests have shown this to be true.

The data-scanning programs have routinely predicted correct model forms on a
variety of different data files. In an example problem, errors in estimates of natural
frequencies provided by the model prediction program varied from 0.6 percent to
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2.4 percent. Errors in estimates of damping ratios for lightly damped complex poles
ranged from 9.5 percent to 32 percent. Although the percentage error is relatively
high, the actual error in the damping ratio is quite small since the damping ratio
itself is small. The difficulty in obtaining accurate damping ratio estimates arises
when attempting to use changes in the peak magnitude to calculate the damping
ratio of closely spaced complex pole/zero pairs. This will be discussed in
Recommendations.

Calculation of open loop response from closed loop data showed that noise in the
closed loop data tends to be amplified in the calculations. This is because the
magnitude of the denominator in the calculation (T/1-T) is very nearly equal to
zero when the magnitude of the closed loop transfer function is close to one. So,
noise in the closed loop transfer function is amplified by being divided by a number ‘

less than one. For this reason, open loop data should be used when it is available,
or great care should be taken in measuring the closed loop response.

This example problem has shown that CSADP can be used to accurately predict
closed loop performance when designing compensators based on measured open
loop data. It has also shown that, through the use of some novel data—scanning
techniques, frequency response data can be used to both predict a model form and
provide estimates of the model parameters. This ability has been demonstrated on
data files with and without noise. However, the model prediction programs have
difficulty identifying the correct damping ratio for lightly damped complex poles
and zeroes when the features are not well separated. Finally, care should be taken
when attempting to calculate open loop responses from closed loop data, since the
quality of the result is very dependent upon the amount of noise in the measured
closed loop data.



RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of using this software during development stages and testing, several
improvements and enhancements are recommended.

1. A time response simulation facility is needed. This could be accomplished by
writing an additional module to perform time simulations using the internal
representation of transfer functions. Alternatively, a module could be written

r to generate input data to run on an external time response simulator such as
ACSL or CSMP. The latter approach would take advantage of the versatility
and capabilities of commercial software.

2. The units on root-locus and Bode plot frequency axes should be selectable as
rad/sec or Hz, or changed to rad/sec. This is especially true on the root—locus
plot where the axes units of Hz have been difficult for some users to
accomodate.

3. The model prediction programs have difficulty identifying the correct damping
ratio for complex poles and zeroes using magnitude ratio information. The
problem is accentuated on data files where the features are poorly separated.
A better estimate might be obtained by using the slope of the phase plot at the
resonant frequency as an estimator. Currently the slope is used to detect
whether a real or complex term should be assigned to the model. This could
be extended to include an estimate for the damping ratio.

4. In spite of improvements made in the curve-fitting programs, the iterative
portion of the parameter estimation procedure is very time-consuming. This
might be improved by taking advantage of some of the current research going
on in the parameter estimation field.

5. The compensator circuit design program currently uses a menu of op—amp
circuits. A more versatile strategy would be to build the circuits interactively.
This improvement would not be a trivial one to implement.
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6. Currently, the compensator series to parallel conversion routine can not
accomodate cases where there are repeated roots of the compensators pole
polynomial. A fairly simple extension that checked for repeated roots and
performed polynomial differentiation would remove this limitation.

7. The program currently uses a single loop structure for doing block diagram
operations. An extension of this to accomodate multi—loop systems would be
useful.
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This program transfers transfer function data from an HP5423 Digital Signal
Analyzer across the HPIB to an HP9825 Desktop Computer.

0: "File transfer 5423 to 9825": .
1: dim H[37],I$[7],R$[7],T$[21],A[5l2]
2: oni 7,"interpret srq"
3: eir 7
4: 0}Q
5: enp "enter 5420 rec no?",K
6: wrt 704,K,",1RA"

1

7: if Q#69;gto +0
8: wrt 704,"501,lSA"
9: if Q#96;gto +0
10: dsp "done";stp
11: "interpret srq":
12: rds(704)}Q;dsp "srq",Q
13: if Q=69;gsb "finish read"
14: if Q=96:gsb "asave trace"
15: eir 7C
16: iret
17: "asavetrace": 3
18:for I=l to 37 C

19: red 704,H[I]
20: next I
21: red 704,I$
22: red 704,R$
23: red 704,T$
24: H[3]/2}T
25: for I=l to T
26: red 704,A[I]
27: next I
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28: 6np "trk no‘?",X
29: 6np "Fi16 r10‘?",Y
30: trk X
31: rcf Y,H[*],I$,R$,T$,A[*]
32: r6t
33: "arccall trac6":
34: fmt 2,616.8
35: for I=1 to 37
36: wrt 704.2 H[I]
37: IICXI I .
38: wrt 704,I$
39: wrt 704,R$
40: wrt 704,T$ —
41: H[3]/2}T
42: for I=1 to T
43: wrt 704.2,A[I]
44: ncxt I45: rct ,
46: "finish r6ad":
47: r6t48: cnd

II
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This program transfers transfer function data from an HP9825 Desktop Computer
across an RS-232 line to a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX computer. The
user must already be logged on to the system before using this program. The "tty
no." is asking for "TTBO: ", etc. Usually "TT: " will work.

0: "File 2 - TRANSFER 5423 DATA FROM 9825 TO VAX
1; 257}L · »
2: dim H[37],I$[7],R$[7],T$[21],A[5l2]
3: dim S$[30],Z$[1]
4: "COPY "}S$[1]
5: ent "tty no.",S$[len(S$)+1]
6: ent "file name",S$[len(S$)+1]
7: ent "IS DATA ON THIS TAPE?(Y or N)",Z$
8: if Z$="Y";jmp 2
9: dsp "Insert Data Tape - Press Cont.";stp
10: ent "9825 track No.‘?",X
11: ent "File No.‘?",Y
12: trk X
13: ldf Y,H[*],I$,R$,T$,A[*]
14: wrt 1l,S$
15: dim A$[100]
16: ""}A$
17: buf "input",200,1
18: eir 11,4;oni 11,"overflow"
19: tfr 11,"input"
20: fmt 2," ",e16.9," ",e16.9
21: dsp "SEND" .
22; H[3]/2}N
23: wrt 1l,N
24:wrt 11.2,H[12],H[l3] .
25: bred("input")}A$
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26: if not pos(A$,char(l9));gto +3
27: if p0s(A$,char(17));gto +2
28: dsp "wait";brcd("input")}A$;gt0 -1
29: l}I
30: dsp "SEND"
31: wrt ll.2,A[‘I],A[I+l}I]
32: if (I+1}I)>N;gt0 +5
33: brcd("input")}A$
34: if not p0s(A$,char(19));gto -4
35: if pos(A$,char('l7));gto -5 ‘

36: dsp "wait";brcd("i11put")}A$;gt0 -1
37: wtb l1,26;dsp "DONE";stp
38: "ovcrflow":
39: dsp "ovcrflow"
40: stp






